
How to book your
tickets with company
agreement at  mtr.se 
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Visit our website www.mtr.se and click on “Sign in" 

http://www.mtr.se/
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Enter your Club X account email and password and ”Sign in”
If you do not remember your password, please press ”Forgot your password”
and a link to renew the password will be sent to you. 

Click ”Become a member” to create a new account. Enter the information
requested and then ”Sign in” with your new account.  
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When you are signed in click on ”My account” to book your next trip.
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Select Origin and Destination for the ticket, then click ”Search”. 
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Finally click on ”Search”

Choose one way or return ticket
and proceed to select date of travel.

Select number of traveler/s and specify

additional needs, if any.

Click on "Add a commuter card, agreement

or discount code” and enter your

MTRX agreement number.
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Available departures and ticket types for selected day of travel will appear. Prices shown in red for FLEX and 
1 CLASS PLUS are discounted prices related to your company agreement. 
Proceed by selecting a departure.
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Click on ”Select” under the preferred ticket type.
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Your preferred journey is now summarized, click ”Continue”.
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Next step is to fill in passenger information; 
name, mobile number and email address.

If you book tickets for other persons than your self, you
can choose to save the information for next time, 
”Save as favourite”.  
Read and confirm our “terms and conditions”.

When all information is in place, ”Continue” will
turn red and you can proceed to the next step. 
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Your pre selected seats are marked
in red, if your booking contains
more than one passenger, you
can now select a seat for 
each person. 
Check and continue.
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We offer you the possiblity to make a pre-order for your journey.  Make your choces and ”Continue” 

Traveller Name
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Check your travel review and 
proceed to payment.

You can choose between payment by 
creditcard,  private invoice via KLARNA,
swish or corporate invoice.

Please note that the payment type 
corporate invoice does only appear if your  
company allows this payment type.
If company invoice is activated, select 
and proceed choosing “Corporate invoice“.
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If you choose Corporate Invoice you will be 
able to add a reference to the invoice. 
When ready press ”Pay” and the booking is completed.    

A confirmation will be sent to the traveler's email, 
and a text message will be be sent out to the 
mobile phone approximately 24 hours before departure.
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Vi reser med dig
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